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Abstract
The present work applies the global-local technique to the progressive damage analysis of fiber-reinforced composite laminates. A two-step global-local approach is developed as a combination of a low-fidelity linear global
analysis and a high-fidelity local nonlinear analysis of specific regions within the structure, where damage is
expected to occur. The local model is based on higher-order structural theories derived using the Carrera Unified
Formulation, and specifically, Lagrange polynomials are used to model each ply through its thickness, leading
to a layer-wise model. Composite damage is described using the CODAM2 material model, which is based on
continuum damage mechanics. Initial assessments compare the relative performance of 3D-FE, 1D-CUF, and
the proposed global-local approach via the free-edge stress analysis of a stiffened composite plate. The proposed
technique is then used to predict the tensile strength of an open-hole specimen. The last assessment simulates
damage progression within an over-height compact tension specimen using the global-local approach. The results demonstrate the accurate evaluation of 3D stress fields and composite laminates’ mechanical response in
the progressive damage regime. A multi-fold improvement in the computational cost is shown when compared
to full-scale CUF analyses and indicates this technique’s strong potential towards the computationally-efficient
high-fidelity analysis of complex and large-scale composite structures.
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Introduction

Fiber-reinforced composites are a popular choice as engineering materials due to their higher specific strength
and stiffness than conventional metals. However, such materials tend to exhibit a very complex nonlinear
response due to multiple failure modes’ presence and interaction. Composite design based on a physical testing
approach can be cumbersome due to the large design space associated with this class of materials. Therefore
virtual testing methodologies offer an alternative approach to the design and analysis of composite structures.
The numerical analysis of composite structures requires accurate damage models to consider the influence of
the various failure modes on the global structural response, and such material models tend to be computationally
intensive. Furthermore, damage simulation often necessitates a high-fidelity - often 3D - numerical model of the
structure, since nonlinear material models typically require accurate stress and strain inputs [1]. Combining
these two issues results in the numerical modeling of progressive damage in composites structures being a
challenging and computationally expensive task. Even with the availability of modern computing capabilities,
composite damage simulations generally require analysis times ranging from hours to days on HPC systems
[2, 3]. Such bottlenecks often force analysts to compromise between the accuracy and costs of the solution.
This process introduces errors in the results and requires larger factors of safety, leading to conservative designs
and an overall increase in the mass of the composite structure. The development of computationally-efficient
and accurate virtual testing methods is therefore crucial to accelerate the adoption of composites within various
engineering sectors and fully exploit the potential of such materials.
A popular approach to reducing computational costs without sacrificing the fidelity of the solution is the
global-local technique. Conceptually, this method involves the low-fidelity modeling of the global structure,
and only the critical regions of interest within the structure are modeled in high-fidelity. The local highfidelity analysis is generally driven using information obtained from the global low-fidelity analysis. Global-local
techniques were first developed in the past decades when computing power was extremely limited, and were
successfully applied to both linear [4–8], and nonlinear problems [9, 10]. These techniques remain relevant in
present times, even with modern computing capabilities, due to the computationally intensive nature of problems
involving progressive damage. Global-local approaches have been used to investigate intra- and interlaminar
damage in composite stiffened panels [11, 12]. A particular type of global-local analysis involves solid/shell
coupling, which combines a 2D global model and a 3D model of the critical regions. The two models are
generally connected using tie-constraints and are solved simultaneously within a single analysis. This approach
has been used in the simulation of composite delamination and stiffener-skin debonding [13, 14]. Similar globallocal approaches have been used in recent years to investigate progressive damage in composite laminates
subjected to low-velocity impact, where tie-constraints are used to connect the global and local meshes [15–17].
The present work combines the global-local approach with higher-order structural theories derived using the
Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) [18]. In this approach, 2D expansion functions and 1D thickness functions
are used to enhance the kinematics of 1D and 2D FE models, respectively, leading to solutions approaching
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Figure 1: Layer-wise modeling of composite laminates in CUF.
that of 3D-FEA at significantly reduced computational costs [19]. In recent years, the efficiency and accuracy of
CUF models have been demonstrated in various applications such as micromechanical and multiscale analysis
[20, 21], contact modeling [22, 23], progressive damage and low-velocity impact analysis [24, 25], and the globallocal interfacing of CUF theories with existing commercial software for linear and nonlinear analysis [26, 27].
The current work extends previous developments of global-local techniques in CUF, see Ref. [27], for the case
of progressive damage in fiber-reinforced composites, using the continuum damage mechanics-based CODAM2
material model [24, 28, 29]. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of CUF-based
theories and their finite element (FE) formulation, while Section 3 describes the two-step global-local approach
used in the current work. A series of numerical assessments are presented in Section 4 as verification and
validation cases for the proposed approach. Section 5 summarises the conclusions of the present work.

2

Structural theories and FE formulation

The present work uses 2D-CUF theories to develop layer-wise models of multilayered structures and is briefly
described in the following; see Ref. [24] for further details. The layer-wise CUF model consists of a combination
of 2D FE and 1D Lagrange polynomials, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. This approach leads to the following
description of the displacement field

u(x, y, z) = Fτ (z)uτ (x, y), τ = 1, 2, . . . M

(1)

where uτ (x, y) is the generalized in-plane displacement, and Fτ (z) represents a 1D expansion function, with M
terms, that describes the kinetic interpolation through the thickness of each layer within the laminate. Fτ (z)
and M can be selected by the user and determines the model’s structural theory. As seen in Fig. 1, the
present work adopts 1D Lagrange polynomials as Fτ (z), and this type of expansion function is referred to as the

Lagrange-Expansion (LE) class in CUF. The LE modeling approach leads to a layer-wise 2D model which can
evaluate 3D field variables and consists of solely translational degrees of freedom (DOF). A detailed overview
of 2D CUF models based on the LE class is found in [18].

Finite element formulation
The 3D stress and strain fields are denoted by
σ = {σxx , σyy , σzz , σxy , σxz , σyz }
(2)
ε = {εxx , εyy , εzz , εxy , εxz , εyz }
The displacement-strain relation, assuming geometrical linearity, is written as

ε = Du

(3)

where u is the displacement vector. The linear differential operator D is defined as
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Considering material nonlinearities, the constitutive relation is given by

σ = Csec ε

(4)

where Csec is the secant stiffness matrix, and depends on the material model used in the analysis. The in-plane
geometry is discretized using 2D FE, such as 9-node (Q9) quadrilateral elements with shape functions Ni (x, y),
and in combination with 1D LE functions through the thickness, leads to the following description of the 3D
displacement field

u(x, y, z) = Ni (x, y)Fτ (z)uτ i

(5)

The semi-discrete balance of momentum is

Mü = Fext − Fint

(6)

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the generalised two-step sequential global-local approach. (a) The
physical structure, (b) coarsely discretized (low-fidelity) global model, and (c) finely discretized (high-fidelity)
local model of the critical region.
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Figure 3: Global-local approach using higher-order CUF theories to model the local region.
where M is the mass matrix and ü is the acceleration vector. The external and internal force vectors
are denoted by Fext and Fint , respectively. The nonlinear system of equations is solved using explicit time
integration, and a detailed description of explicit nonlinear analysis using CUF theories is available in [24].

3

Global-local analysis

The two-step sequential global-local scheme is considered in the present work and extends previous developments
in nonlinear global-local analysis [27]. This approach, in general, consists of two separate analyses - (1) a lowfidelity model of the global structure and (2) a high-fidelity model of the local region under investigation. The
solution obtained from the global analysis, usually in the form of displacement fields, is applied to drive the
local analysis. A schematic representation of the generalized two-step sequential global-local approach is shown
in Fig. 2, where the local model’s fidelity is improved by using a finer discretization. The current work uses
this technique to interface the commercial FE code ABAQUS with the academic MUL2 code, a stand-alone
numerical platform based on CUF structural theories and written in Fortran. The low-fidelity global model is
thus developed using a coarsely discretized 3D-FE model in ABAQUS, while the critical region of interest is
modeled in high fidelity using higher-order CUF structural theories. Both 1D- and 2D-CUF structural theories
can be utilized to develop the high-fidelity local models, as seen in Fig. 3. The nodal displacements obtained

Table 1: Elastic and strength properties of the IM7/8552 CFRP material system. [30]
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the stiffened composite panel cross-section. All dimensions in mm.
from the global linear-elastic 3D-FE analysis are applied as displacement-based boundary conditions in the
local CUF models. Compatibility between the global and local meshes is not required since the global nodal
displacements are interpolated before applying them to the local models. This technique applies to nonlinear
analysis when the nonlinear region remains localized and can thus be included within the local domain (see
Ref. [27] for the case of localized plasticity). The present work investigates localized damage in fiber-reinforced
composites subjected to tensile loads via the global-local approach. The CODAM2 material model, previously
implemented in the CUF framework [24], is used to simulate composite damage in the local CUF analysis.

4

Numerical Examples

This section presents a series of numerical cases to verify and validate the proposed global-local approach. The
focus is on the high-fidelity stress and progressive damage analysis of laminated composite structures. The
material system considered in each assessment is the IM7/8552 carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP), with
a nominal ply thickness of 0.125 mm. The elastic and strength properties of the composite material are listed
in Table 1.

4.1

Free-edge stress analysis of stiffened composite panel

The current example investigates the proposed global-local approach’s performance in accurately evaluating
interlaminar stresses and failure indexes in composite laminates based on linear analysis. The aim is to verify
the results as the proper detection of stresses and failure indexes plays a crucial role in the progressive failure.

Figure 5: Low-fidelity global 3D-FE model of the stiffened composite panel, with local regions for free-edge
stress evaluation highlighted.
The structure consists of a composite plate stiffened with a composite trapezoidal stringer, as shown in Fig.
4, and spans 240 mm along the y-axis. The panel is a 1 mm thick [45/90/ − 45/0]s quasi-isotropic laminate,
and the trapezoidal stringer is a 0.875 mm thick [−45/0/45/0/45/0/ − 45] laminate. The structural geometry
was first proposed by Bisagni et al. [33]. The structure is subjected to a tensile load, and the objective of
the numerical assessment is to evaluate the stresses at the free-edge of the stringer and the panel. Reference
solutions based on high-fidelity 3D-FE and 1D-CUF models of the full structure were presented in [19].
A low-fidelity 3D-FE model of the global structure is first considered, and two critical regions are selected for
the high-fidelity local CUF analysis, as shown in Fig. 5. In a subsequent step, a high-fidelity local analysis is
performed using 1D-CUF models of the required local domains. The size of the local region was chosen based
on the stress fields obtained from [19]. In the next sections, convergence analyses regarding the local region size
are presented.
The interlaminar stress components at the free-edge of the stringer (Region A) and panel (Region B) are plotted
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. Failure indices to indicate the initiation of matrix tension damage - 3D Hashin
failure theory [34] - and delamination - mixed-mode quadratic criterion [35] - are also computed at the free-edge
of the stringer, Fig. 8, and at the panel free-edge, Fig. 9. In each case, reference high-fidelity 3D-FE and
1D-CUF results and that of the low-fidelity global 3D-FE used to inform the local analysis have been overlaid
for comparison. Details of the various numerical models are listed in Table 2. The results suggest that
1. The interlaminar stress fields predicted by the local CUF analysis are in good agreement with those
obtained by the high-fidelity analysis of the global structure, as seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, thus verifying
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Figure 6: Free-edge interlaminar stresses through the thickness of the composite stringer. Reference numerical
results from [19].
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Figure 9: Failure indices evaluated at the free-edge of the composite panel. Reference numerical results from
[19].

Table 2: Details of the various numerical approaches used for the free-edge analysis of the stiffened composite
panel.

Model

ABQ-3D
CUF-LW

Element Type

DOF

Reference global high-fidelity models [19]
1,411,200 C3D8 (2 elem/ply) 4,560,150
710 L9, 10 B4 (2 L9/ply)
277,326

Time (s)

3,764
478

ABQ-3D

Low-fidelity global analysis
22,800 C3D8 (1 elem/ply)

81,801

8

CUF-LW (Region A)
CUF-LW (Region B)

High-fidelity local analysis
112L9, 6 B4 (2 L9/ply)
92L9, 6 B4 (2 L9/ply)

28,215
24,909

25
22

the proposed global-local approach.
2. The global (low-fidelity) 3D-FE results significantly underestimate the interlaminar stress field and consequently the failure indices, as seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. However, the global displacement field is sufficient
to drive the local CUF analysis and leading to accurate stress evaluations by the local model.
3. The previous observation also highlights the importance of the accurate evaluation of stress fields by the
structural models. Insufficiently refined models underestimate the stress fields, leading to lower magnitudes
of failure indices used as failure initiation criteria, and may result in delayed damage initiation and
progression.
4. The global, reference 3D-FE solution, while more accurate than that obtained by the low-fidelity global
3D model, still has considerable variations compared to the global CUF results as the latter have a
more refined kinematics through-the-thickness. The further refinement of the 3D mesh could reduce the
differences but increase the computational costs; see Ref. [19] for a detailed discussion.
5. The proposed global-local approach is approximately 15x faster than the reference global CUF analysis
and about 114x faster than the corresponding refined global 3D analysis. This demonstrates significant
improvements in the computational efficiency of this technique compared to global high-fidelity analyses.

4.2

Tensile strength prediction of open-hole specimen

The present numerical assessment constitutes a further verification step towards using the proposed global-local
approach in composite damage analysis. The structure is an open-hole tension (OHT) specimen, based on the
experimental works of Green et al. [36]. The aim is to predict the specimen’s tensile strength. A schematic
view of the global structure is shown in Fig. 10. The lamination is [45/90/ − 45/0]8s with a total thickness of
8 mm, see Table 1. The specimen fails under brittle fracture localized near the central hole [36] and hence is a
suitable validation case for the proposed technique.
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of the [45/90/ − 45/0]8s IM7/8552 CFRP open-hole tension specimen. All
dimensions in mm.
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Figure 11: Tensile strength predicted by the various CUF models of the global OHT specimen. Experimental
results obtained from [36].
A series of assessments are first performed over the global OHT structure, using layer-wise 2D-CUF models of
increasing in-plane refinement and provide numerical reference results. A linear Lagrange expansion function
(LE1) was used to model individual plies in the thickness direction and is sufficient considering the problem’s
in-plane nature. The tensile strengths predicted by the various global CUF models are plotted in Fig. 11. Then,
the global-local approach is applied to the problem, with the central region containing the through-hole being
retained for the high-fidelity local analysis, as shown in Fig. 12. A series of CUF models, with progressive
in-plane refinement, are used to analyze the local region containing the hole, and the predicted tensile strengths
are plotted in Fig. 13. Details of the numerical models are summarised in Table 3. The following observations
are made:

Figure 12: Low-fidelity global 3D-FE model of the OHT specimen with the domain for local analysis highlighted.
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Figure 13: Tensile strength predicted by the various local CUF models. Experimental results obtained from
[36].

Table 3: Model information for the tensile strength prediction of [45/90/ − 45/0]4s quasi-isotropic OHT specimen.

Model

Discretization of the open-hole specimen

DOF

Analysis Time∗ [hh:mm:ss]

Reference 2D-CUF (global structure)
CUF GLB - 48Q9/LE1
CUF GLB - 112Q9/LE1
CUF GLB - 128Q9/LE1

48 Q9 elements in-plane (1 LE1/ply)
112 Q9 elements in-plane (1 LE1/ply)
128 Q9 elements in-plane (1 LE1/ply)

45,240
98,280
110,760

1:00:47
2:50:19
3:16:03

Low-fidelity 3D-FE (global structure)
ABQ-3D

18,432 C3D8R (1 elem/ply)

65,520

0:01:29

High-fidelity 2D-CUF (local region)
CUF LOC - 24Q9/LE1
CUF LOC - 48Q9/LE1
CUF LOC - 64Q9/LE1
∗

24 Q9 elements in-plane (1 LE1/ply)
48 Q9 elements in-plane (1 LE1/ply)
64 Q9 elements in-plane (1 LE1/ply)

21,840
43,680
56,160

The reported run-times are based on analyses performed on a desktop computer using 4 cores.
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Figure 14: Schematic representation of the [90/45/0/ − 45]4s IM7/8552 CFRP over-height compact tension
specimen. All dimensions in mm.
1. The CUF models of the global OHT specimen can successfully predict tensile strength values in very close
agreement with experimental data (error<1%).
2. The application of the global-local approach leads to tensile strength predictions, which are in reasonable
agreement with experimental data (error∼3%). The investigated OHT specimen consists of 64 plies,
and the global-local approach is a convenient way of modeling such thick laminates, in high-fidelity, at
reasonable computational overheads.
3. Comparing the coarsest global and local CUF models which provide a reasonably accurate tensile strength
prediction, i.e., the CUF-GLB (112Q9/LE1, error = 2.6%) and CUF-LOC (48Q9/LE1, error = 3.7%)
models, respectively, it is seen that the use of global-local techniques leads to an approximately 2.8x
improvement in the overall analysis time.

4.3

Progressive damage analysis of over-height compact tension specimen

This numerical example focuses on the progressive damage analysis of the over-height compact tension (OCT)
specimen, investigated previously using full-scale 2D-CUF models in [24]. The OCT specimen is schematically
shown in Fig. 14, and is based on a 4 mm thick [90/45/0/ − 45]4s IM7/8552 CFRP quasi-isotropic composite
laminate, see Table 1.
The present assessment uses the global-local approach to evaluate progressive damage in the OCT specimen.
The influence of the local region’s choice is first investigated by selecting three increasingly larger regions labeled

Loc region B

Loc region C

Loc region A

Figure 15: Low-fidelity 3D-FE model of the global OCT specimen with the local regions highlighted.
A, B, and C, respectively. Figure 15 shows the global low-fidelity 3D-FE model with the three regions considered
for the high-fidelity local CUF analysis highlighted. Two 2D-CUF models have been developed for each local
region, with a progressive refinement of the in-plane discretization, and the refined model is discretized using
the same mesh density as the reference global CUF analysis. In this case, all the CUF models are built with a
single linear Lagrange polynomial function (LE1) to represent each ply’s thickness.
The force-displacement response obtained from the local CUF models has been plotted in Fig. 16, with experimental data from [37] and reference global CUF results from [24] overlaid for comparison. Contour plots
of the matrix and fiber damage in the 90◦ and 0◦ plies, respectively, are shown in Fig. 17, for a POD of 1.5
mm. The damage state predicted by the reference global CUF model is also included for comparison. The
last assessment studies the influence of the Lagrange polynomial (LE) order used to model the individual ply
thickness and based on the results seen in Fig. 16, the global-local analysis is performed using the local region
B. The force-displacement response obtained by the local CUF models is plotted in Fig. 18, with reference to
global CUF results for comparison. Details of the various numerical models are summarised in Table 4. The
following comments are made:
1. The influence of the domain considered for the local analysis can be seen in the force-displacement plots
of Fig. 16. Selecting a very small local domain (region A) results in the global-local interface being very
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Figure 16: POD-force curves of the [90/45/0/ − 45]4s IM7/8552 CFRP over-height compact tension specimen.
Experimental data is obtained from [37] and reference CUF results are from [24].
Table 4: Model information for the progressive damage analysis of the [90/45/0/ − 45]4s IM7/8552 CFRP
over-height compact tension specimen.

Model

Discretization of the OCT specimen

DOF

Analysis Time∗ [hh:mm:ss]

Reference 2D-CUF (global structure)
CUF 392Q9/LE1

392 Q9 elements in-plane (1 LE1/ply)

164,925

11:17:42

Low-fidelity 3D-FE (global structure)
ABQ-3D

25,536 C3D8R (1 elem/ply)

88,506

00:02:26

High-fidelity 2D-CUF (local region)
CUF
CUF
CUF
CUF
CUF
CUF
CUF
CUF
∗

LOC-A (102Q9/LE1)
LOC-A (176Q9/LE1)
LOC-B (150Q9/LE1)
LOC-B (260Q9/LE1)
LOC-C (162Q9/LE1)
LOC-C (270Q9/LE1)
LOC-B (150Q9/LE2)
LOC-B (150Q9/LE3)

102
176
150
260
162
270
150
150

Q9
Q9
Q9
Q9
Q9
Q9
Q9
Q9

elements
elements
elements
elements
elements
elements
elements
elements

in-plane
in-plane
in-plane
in-plane
in-plane
in-plane
in-plane
in-plane

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

LE1/ply)
LE1/ply)
LE1/ply)
LE1/ply)
LE1/ply)
LE1/ply)
LE2/ply)
LE3/ply)

45,045
75,537
64,845
109,989
69,597
113,949
127,725
190,605

The reported run-times are based on analyses performed on a desktop computer using 4 cores.
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Figure 17: Distribution of matrix damage in the 90◦ ply (left) and fibre damage in the 0◦ ply (right) near
the notch of the [90/45/0/ − 45]4s IM7/8552 CFRP OCT specimen predicted using the global-local approach.
Reference global CUF solutions obtained from [24].
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Figure 18: Influence of the thickness expansion function (LE) order on the POD-force curves of the [90/45/0/ −
45]4s IM7/8552 CFRP over-height compact tension specimen. Experimental data is obtained from [37] and
reference CUF results are from [24].

close to the fracture process zone. The application of boundary conditions at this interface introduces a
constraining effect that strongly influences the damage initiation and progression, leading to a delayed
peak-point and a significant difference in the softening curve. Increasing the local domain size (regions
B and C) shifts the interface to be sufficiently far-field, resulting in a better correlation between the
predictions of the local and global CUF analyses.
2. Furthermore, the proximity of the interface to the fracture process zone and the resulting constraining
effect leads to an inhibition of damage growth. This is seen in Fig. 17, as the local domain A leads to
a smaller damaged area when compared to the reference global CUF predictions. Larger local domains
(regions B and C), on the other hand, predict a damaged state which is in better agreement with the
reference global CUF analysis.
3. The constraining effects of boundary conditions applied at the interface are also seen in the post-peak
softening curve of the force-displacement response plotted in Fig. 16. The proximity of the interface
in local region A leads to a large constraining effect and attenuates the oscillations. This causes the
softening branch of the curve to be very smooth, even without numerical damping approaches. The
use of progressively larger local domains reduces this constraining effect and consequently increases the
oscillations in the post-peak response, as seen in Fig. 16 the case of regions B and C. The global analysis,
which can be considered a limit case, results in the highest oscillatory response.
4. The use of progressively larger local domains serves as an ‘area convergence’ study, and the results obtained
from the local CUF analysis of regions B and C are in relatively good agreement with each other and
the global CUF solution. The local domain B can thus be considered to be sufficient for the local CUF
analysis.
5. Two discretizations were used to model each local region, with the more refined model having the same
mesh density as the reference global CUF model. From the force-displacement response (Fig. 16), it is
seen that both discretizations effectively predict the same response, indicating convergence of the mesh.
This suggests that the original global CUF model (see Ref. [24]) was more refined than required and was
due to the need to model the entire global structure (including circular regions for the loading pins). The
use of global-local techniques avoids the necessity of modeling such aspects of the global structure, and
the computational effort can be focused on the critical regions under investigation, such as that in front
of the notch.
6. The influence of the ply thickness expansion function (LE) is seen in Fig. 18. It is seen that the local
CUF models with a particular expansion function (LE1, LE2, and LE3) are in good general agreement
with the corresponding global CUF solutions. Higher-order theories tend to exhibit a more considerable
amount of numerical oscillations, as seen in the global CUF models, and this is mostly attenuated by the

constraining effect present in the global-local approach seen in the local CUF models. Furthermore, a
linear expansion function (LE1) is recommended in the current case due to the highly in-plane nature of
the problem and is consistent with previous investigations (see Ref. [24]).
7. As detailed in [24], the numerical models do not consider delamination, which may account for the difference in peak load when compared to experimental data.
8. From Table 4, it is seen that the local CUF analysis of region B (150 Q9/LE1) leads to an approximately
3.8x speed-up of the analysis time when compared to the reference full-scale CUF analysis (392Q9/LE1).
This demonstrates the significant computational efficiency that can be achieved, besides the intrinsic
efficiencies of CUF models, via the proposed global-local approach.

5

Conclusion

The present work applies the two-step global-local approach towards the progressive damage analysis of fiberreinforced composite laminates. A low-fidelity linear-elastic 3D-FE analysis is first performed, and the global
displacements are applied as boundary conditions to a subsequent high-fidelity local analysis of the critical
region where damage is expected to occur. The local models are developed using higher-order layer-wise 2D
theories derived using the Carrera Unified Formulation, and progressive damage is described using the CODAM2
material model. The first numerical example assesses the free-edge stresses of a stiffened composite panel using
the global-local approach and compares the proposed technique’s performance with full-scale CUF and 3D-FE
models. Next, the tensile strength of a composite laminate with a central hole is evaluated using the proposed
approach. The predicted strengths are found to be in good agreement with experimental and reference global
CUF results, thus providing initial validation of the global-local technique. Finally, this approach is applied
to the progressive damage analysis of the over-height compact tension specimen. The influence of the local
domain size and the distance from the global-local interface to the fracture process zone is investigated. It is
shown that the proximity of the interface to the nonlinear zone has a constraining effect, leading to delayed
damage initiation and progression, significantly affecting the solution quality. The presented numerical results
demonstrate the capability of the proposed global-local approach in analyzing problems involving progressive
damage in composite laminates and achieve a multi-fold improvement in computational time compared to fullscale CUF analysis of the global structure. This approach, combined with the capabilities of higher-order
CUF models, can lead to significant savings in computational effort when dealing with the nonlinear structural
analysis of complex composite structures. Future works aim to extend the developments to problems involving
the impact in composite laminates.
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